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Each quarter, WJGL-FM places in its Online Public 
Inspection File, a list of what it considers programming 
addressing some of the significant issues for the station’s 
community.  The following is a list of issue-responsive 
programming aired on the station between April 1 and 
June 30, 2021.  While this list contains a brief description 
of some of WJGL-FM most significant programs, it 
doesn't include all programs and program segments 
broadcast by the station during the second quarter.  Please 
contact the station for more information about the 
station’s issue-responsive programming. 
 
 
Submitted by: Leslie Werkema, Office Manager 
 
Dated: July 1, 2021 



During the second quarter, the station regularly aired the 
following local public affairs programs: 

 
“Jax Journal” Sunday 6:00 am 

 
 WJGL airs a weekly program “Jax Journal” to 
address issues of significant importance for the 
residents of Jacksonville, Florida, and the 
metropolitan area.  
 
This weekly thirty-minute public affairs show airs on 
Sunday from 6:00 am – 6:30 am  
 

“First Coast Forum” Sunday 6:30 am 
 

WJGL airs a weekly program “First Coast Forum” 
Sunday 6:30 am WAPE develops a weekly program “First 
Coast Forum” to address issues of significant importance 

for the residents of Jacksonville, Florida; and the 
metropolitan area. This weekly thirty-minute public 
affairs show airs on Sunday from 6:30 am – 7:00 pm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



During the second quarter, the above listed programs covered a number of issues 
responsive to the community’s needs, including but not limited to: 
 
1.  TRANSPORTATION: FDOT   

 
2. HEALTH: Autism 
 
3.  HEALTH: The Latest on COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution 
 
4.  HEALTH: Medical Marijuana and Breast Health  

      
5. WEATHER: The Tropics/Hurricane Preparedness      

 
6. GOVERNMENT 

 
 
 
 

TRANSPORTATION: FDOT Highway Construction  
 

First Coast Forum 
Host: Justin Cousart 
Airdate: 4/25/2021 repeat 
Airtime: 6:30 AM 
Topics: Jax Construction  
Guests: Hampton Ray. 
 
Duration: 24:31 
Summary: 
Justin talks with Hampton Ray from the FDOT about motorcycle safety, during motorcycle 
safety month. he also get an update on construction around Jacksonville, including learning 
about a diverging diamond interchange. Last, Justin and Ray talk about potential major projects 
on the horizon for Jacksonville’s roads. 
 
 
First Coast Forum 
Host: Justin Cousart 
Airdate: 5/16/2021 repeat 
Airtime: 6:30 AM 
Topics: Jax Construction  
Guests: Hampton Ray. 
 
Duration: 24:31 
 
Summary: 



Justin talks with Hampton Ray from the FDOT about motorcycle safety, during motorcycle 
safety month. he also get an update on construction around Jacksonville, including learning 
about a diverging diamond interchange. Last, Justin and Ray talk about potential major projects 
on the horizon for Jacksonville’s roads. 
 

 
 

HEALTH: Autism 
 

First Coast Forum  
Host: Abby Murphy 
Airdate: April 4, 2021  
Airtime: 6:30am 
Topic: Autism 
Guests: Jennifer Casale, InBloom Autism Services 
Duration: 23:00 
 
 Our guest on First Coast Forum is Jennifer Casale with InBloom Autism Services. We talked all 
about how to spot autism in children, what to do when you think your child may have autism, 
and how InBloom is handling treatment during the pandemic. She talked about what it means to 
be on 'the spectrum' and the different symptoms parents can be on the lookout for. She also 
talked about how the pandemic is negatively affecting their patients and how they're combatting 
the negative impacts. 
 
 
First Coast Forum 
Host: Meghan Lane 
Airdate: April 18, 2021 
Airtime: 6:30 am 
Topics:  Autism  
Guests: Marty Boehm Clinical Director Shining Stars   
Duration: 20:16 
 
I talked with Marty Boehm who is the Clinical Director of Shining Stars applied behavior 
analysis. We talked autism, what causes it, signs, what it means to be on the spectrum and 
what her and the company do with ABA Therapy. Marty provided the tools for parents and 
discusses how Shining Stars can help. 

 

 
HEALTH: The Latest on COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution 

 
 

First Coast Forum  

Host: Angie Tejada 

Airdate: April 11, 2021 

Airtime: 6:30 am 

Topics: COVID-19 Vaccine   



  

Guest: Dr. Wooten   

Duration: 26 minutes   

Summary:  

Audrey Wooten speaks about the Covid-19 vaccine and all everyone needs to know about the 

vaccine and where to get the vaccine.  
 
 
 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 4/18/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 AM 
Topics: Johnson & Johnson vaccine pause 
Guests: Chad Neilsen with UF Health Jacksonville 
Duration: 23:18 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Chad about the Johnson and Johnson vaccine pause. 
He said a handful of cases of blood clots in women were discovered out of the nearly 7 million 
doses of the vaccine that had been given so far. He says its rare these vaccines would cause a 
blood clot. He says everyone should be on alert for the potential negative effects even though 
the blood clots have only been found in women. He says this pause is going to lead to more 
vaccine hesitancy which is becoming the next biggest hurdle to overcome with the vaccine 
rollout. He says by the scientific community reaching out to groups and people that are hesitant, 
that could help to close the gap on vaccine hesitancy. He says once the FDA fully approves the 
vaccines that could help to get people on board and get a shot. He says this pause could last a 
matter of weeks rather than days. 
 
 
First Coast Forum  
Host: Abby Murphy 
Airdate: May 9, 2021 
Airtime: 6:30 am 
Topic: Covid Vaccines 
Guests: Jessica Ogden, Flagler health plus 
Duration: 23:00  
 
Our guest on First Coast Forum is Jessica Ogden with Flagler Health Plus. We talked about the 
different types of vaccines and the pros and cons of all the options. Jessica also dispelled many 
myths about the vaccine. She clarified that the vaccine does not change your DNA or negatively 
impact women’s fertility. She also talked about the side effects of the vaccine and how to best 
prepare your body to handle them. 

 
 

HEALTH: Medical Marijuana & Breast Cancer 
 

Jax Journal  



Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 5/23/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 am 
Topics: Breast health 
Guests: Dr. Bharti Jasra with U.F. Health Jacksonville. 
Duration: 24:31 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Dr. Jasra and she says there are multiple types of breast 
cancer and so there are many different ways it can be treated. She says most of the time 
doctors want to find cancer through screening programs. She says smoking, obesity and alcohol 
are behaviors people should avoid to prevent getting breast cancer. She says men are able to 
get breast cancer. She says knowing family history is one thing to be on the lookout for and also 
men need to be on the lookout for changes in the skin and any lumpiness. She says men should 
not avoid having a discussion with their doctor if they notice any of those symptoms. She says 
family and friends are important to the process because they can help with the process by 
listening clearly to a doctor. She says treatment has improved over the years. It used to be that 
a breast mastectomy was the only treatment, but now there are ways to keep patients’ breasts 
through chemo. Treatment depends on which type of breast cancer someone has. She says 
don’t be afraid of breast cancer and be aware of your body.    
 
 
 
 
First Coast Forum 
Host: Angie Tejada 
Airdate: 5/23/2021 
Airtime: 6:30 am  
Topics: Medical Marijuana  
Guests: Daniel Locke, Owner of compassionate alternative care  
Duration: 26 mins  
 
Summary: topics about Medical marijuana, questions about Marijuana cards and different ways 
to ingest medical marijuana.  

 
 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 5/30/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 am 
Topics: Breast health 
Guests: Dr. Bharti Jasra with U.F. Health Jacksonville. 
Duration: 24:31 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Dr. Jasra and she says there are multiple types of breast 
cancer and so there are many different ways it can be treated. She says most of the time 
doctors want to find cancer through screening programs. She says smoking, obesity and alcohol 
are behaviors people should avoid to prevent getting breast cancer. She says men are able to 
get breast cancer. She says knowing family history is one thing to be on the lookout for and also 
men need to be on the lookout for changes in the skin and any lumpiness. She says men should 
not avoid having a discussion with their doctor if they notice any of those symptoms. She says 
family and friends are important to the process because they can help with the process by 



listening clearly to a doctor. She says treatment has improved over the years. It used to be that 
a breast mastectomy was the only treatment, but now there are ways to keep patients’ breasts 
through chemo. Treatment depends on which type of breast cancer someone has. She says 
don’t be afraid of breast cancer and be aware of your body.  
 
 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 6/6/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 am 
Topics: Breast health 
Guests: Dr. Bharti Jasra with U.F. Health Jacksonville. REPEAT 
Duration: 24:31 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Dr. Jasra and she says there are multiple types of breast 
cancer and so there are many different ways it can be treated. She says most of the time 
doctors want to find cancer through screening programs. She says smoking, obesity and alcohol 
are behaviors people should avoid to prevent getting breast cancer. She says men are able to 
get breast cancer. She says knowing family history is one thing to be on the lookout for and also 
men need to be on the lookout for changes in the skin and any lumpiness. She says men should 
not avoid having a discussion with their doctor if they notice any of those symptoms. She says 
family and friends are important to the process because they can help with the process by 
listening clearly to a doctor. She says treatment has improved over the years. It used to be that 
a breast mastectomy was the only treatment, but now there are ways to keep patients’ breasts 
through chemo. Treatment depends on which type of breast cancer someone has. She says 
don’t be afraid of breast cancer and be aware of your body.  
 

 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 6/13/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 am 
Topics: Breast health 
Guests: Dr. Bharti Jasra with U.F. Health Jacksonville. REPEAT 
Duration: 24:31 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Dr. Jasra and she says there are multiple types of breast 
cancer and so there are many different ways it can be treated. She says most of the time 
doctors want to find cancer through screening programs. She says smoking, obesity and alcohol 
are behaviors people should avoid to prevent getting breast cancer. She says men are able to 
get breast cancer. She says knowing family history is one thing to be on the lookout for and also 
men need to be on the lookout for changes in the skin and any lumpiness. She says men should 
not avoid having a discussion with their doctor if they notice any of those symptoms. She says 
family and friends are important to the process because they can help with the process by 
listening clearly to a doctor. She says treatment has improved over the years. It used to be that 
a breast mastectomy was the only treatment, but now there are ways to keep patients’ breasts 
through chemo. Treatment depends on which type of breast cancer someone has. She says 
don’t be afraid of breast cancer and be aware of your body.  
 
 



Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 6/20/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 am 
Topics: Breast health 
Guests: Dr. Bharti Jasra with U.F. Health Jacksonville. REPEAT 
Duration: 24:31 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Dr. Jasra and she says there are multiple types of breast 
cancer and so there are many different ways it can be treated. She says most of the time 
doctors want to find cancer through screening programs. She says smoking, obesity and alcohol 
are behaviors people should avoid to prevent getting breast cancer. She says men are able to 
get breast cancer. She says knowing family history is one thing to be on the lookout for and also 
men need to be on the lookout for changes in the skin and any lumpiness. She says men should 
not avoid having a discussion with their doctor if they notice any of those symptoms. She says 
family and friends are important to the process because they can help with the process by 
listening clearly to a doctor. She says treatment has improved over the years. It used to be that 
a breast mastectomy was the only treatment, but now there are ways to keep patients’ breasts 
through chemo. Treatment depends on which type of breast cancer someone has. She says 
don’t be afraid of breast cancer and be aware of your body.  
 
 
 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 6/27/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 am 
Topics: Breast health 
Guests: Dr. Bharti Jasra with U.F. Health Jacksonville. REPEAT 
Duration: 24:31 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Dr. Jasra and she says there are multiple types of breast 
cancer and so there are many different ways it can be treated. She says most of the time 
doctors want to find cancer through screening programs. She says smoking, obesity and alcohol 
are behaviors people should avoid to prevent getting breast cancer. She says men are able to 
get breast cancer. She says knowing family history is one thing to be on the lookout for and also 
men need to be on the lookout for changes in the skin and any lumpiness. She says men should 
not avoid having a discussion with their doctor if they notice any of those symptoms. She says 
family and friends are important to the process because they can help with the process by 
listening clearly to a doctor. She says treatment has improved over the years. It used to be that 
a breast mastectomy was the only treatment, but now there are ways to keep patients’ breasts 
through chemo. Treatment depends on which type of breast cancer someone has. She says 
don’t be afraid of breast cancer and be aware of your body.  
 
 

 
 

WEATHER: The Tropics/Hurricane Preparedness 
 



 
First Coast Forum 
Airdate: May 30, 2021  
Airtime: 6:30 am  
Topics: Hurricane Preparedness  
Guests: Red Cross - Amber Bierfreund 
Duration: 24 minutes  
 
Summary: Meghan talked with a representative from the Red Cross about living in Florida and 
being prepared for hurricanes. We talked Hurricane kits, shopping in advance, shelters, plans 
for your pets and where to go if you need helps. We also talked volunteers and ways to help the 
Red Cross.  
First Coast Forum 
Airdate: June 6, 2021  
Airtime: 6:30 am  
Topics: Hurricane Preparedness - REPEAT 
Guests: Red Cross - Amber Bierfreund 
Duration: 24 minutes  
 
Summary: Meghan talked with a representative from the Red Cross about living in Florida and 
being prepared for hurricanes. We talked Hurricane kits, shopping in advance, shelters, plans 
for your pets and where to go if you need helps. We also talked volunteers and ways to help the 
Red Cross.  

 
First Coast Forum 
Airdate: June 13, 2021  
Airtime: 6:30 am  
Topics: Hurricane Preparedness - REPEAT 
Guests: Red Cross - Amber Bierfreund 
Duration: 24 minutes  
 
Summary: Meghan talked with a representative from the Red Cross about living in Florida and 
being prepared for hurricanes. We talked Hurricane kits, shopping in advance, shelters, plans 
for your pets and where to go if you need helps. We also talked volunteers and ways to help the 
Red Cross.  

 
First Coast Forum 
Airdate: June 20, 2021  
Airtime: 6:30 am  
Topics: Hurricane Preparedness - REPEAT 
Guests: Red Cross - Amber Bierfreund 
Duration: 24 minutes  
 
Summary: Meghan talked with a representative from the Red Cross about living in Florida and 
being prepared for hurricanes. We talked Hurricane kits, shopping in advance, shelters, plans 
for your pets and where to go if you need helps. We also talked volunteers and ways to help the 
Red Cross.  
 
 



First Coast Forum 
Airdate: June 27, 2021  
Airtime: 6:30 am  
Topics: Hurricane Preparedness - REPEAT 
Guests: Red Cross - Amber Bierfreund 
Duration: 24 minutes  
 
Summary: Meghan talked with a representative from the Red Cross about living in Florida and 
being prepared for hurricanes. We talked Hurricane kits, shopping in advance, shelters, plans 
for your pets and where to go if you need helps. We also talked volunteers and ways to help the 
Red Cross.  

 
GOVERNMENT: Local Government 

 
 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 4/11/2021 REPEAT 
Airtime: 6:00am 
Topics: New St. Augustine Beach Police Chief/ UNF study on possible economic impact  
Guests: St. Augustine Beach Police Chief Daniel Carswell. UNF Professor of economics Dr. 
Albert Loh 
Duration: 25:20 
 
Summary: In this episode, I talked with Daniel Carswell who is the new police chief in St. 
Augustine Beach and he says he learned his leadership style in the same way the last chief 
learned his. He says he has a high standard for officers and everything they do will be at a high 
level. He also says he’s big on having officers interact with community. He says he’s seen just 
about every aspect of the department and he feels confident in taking over. He says tourists 
have been flocking over the past few years into St. Augustine Beach and he’d like to see more 
of his officers on the sand patrolling the beaches. He calls it very important. He says the 
relationships between all the Law Enforcement Agencies in St. Johns County are good and the 
lines of communication are open. He says he’d like to see the relationships improve and gather 
more of them over the next few years. a project like this. He says the projects could have 
impacts on the surrounding counties like hiring an asphalt company in a surrounding area and 
so on. He says its not up to him to determine if this investment is a “Good investment” 
 
 
 
 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 4/25/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 AM 
Topics: Police Chief Discusses Community Involvement  
Guests: New Police Chief Jennifer Michaux 
Duration: 23:52 
 



Summary: In this episode, I spoke with the upcoming new chief for the St. Augustine Police 
Department and she says that she really wants to invest in her officers and get them involved in 
the community based off of what the officers strengths are. She says she will be listening to 
younger officers and get their input on changes. She says she wants the officers to break away 
from some of the technology that’s consumed people’s lives and have more face to face 
interactions between officers and the community. She says the relationship is strong enough 
between the St. Johns County Sheriff’s Office and St. Augustine Beach Police Department that 
no matter what happens they would feel communicating whether it was good or bad.     
 

 
 

 
TAXES 

 
 

Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 4/4/2021 
Airtime: 6:00am 
Topics: 2021 Tax Season 
Guests: Jeff Gottlieb, Professor in the Accounting Department at UNF 
Duration: 26:15 
 
Summary: In this episode, I spoke with Jeff about the upcoming tax season and he says the tax 
filing deadline has been pushed back to May 17th because of the pandemic. If people have 
questions about taxes he suggests going to the IRS’ website and use Google to your 
advantage. He says identity theft is one of the more common types of scams during tax season. 
He says the IRS only communicates with people via mail, they don’t call or text people. He says 
the penalty for not paying taxes is a 5% of the balance due penalty. He also went over the 
changes that are in place this year when filing your taxes. 
 
 

 

 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 5/2/2021 
Airtime: 6:00 am 
Topics: 2021 Tax Season 
Guests: Jeff Gottlieb, Professor in the Accounting Department at UNF 
Duration: 26:15 
 
Summary: In this episode, I spoke with Jeff about the upcoming tax season and he says the tax 
filing deadline has been pushed back to May 17th because of the pandemic. If people have 
questions about taxes he suggests going to the IRS’ website and use Google to your 
advantage. He says identity theft is one of the more common types of scams during tax season. 
He says the IRS only communicates with people via mail, they don’t call or text people. He says 



the penalty for not paying taxes is a 5% of the balance due penalty. He also went over the 
changes that are in place this year when filing your taxes. 

 

Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 5/9/2021 
Airtime: 6:00am 
Topics: 2021 Tax Season 
Guests: Jeff Gottlieb, Professor in the Accounting Department at UNF 
Duration: 26:15 
 
Summary: In this episode, I spoke with Jeff about the upcoming tax season and he says the tax 
filing deadline has been pushed back to May 17th because of the pandemic. If people have 
questions about taxes he suggests going to the IRS’ website and use Google to your 
advantage. He says identity theft is one of the more common types of scams during tax season. 
He says the IRS only communicates with people via mail, they don’t call or text people. He says 
the penalty for not paying taxes is a 5% of the balance due penalty. He also went over the 
changes that are in place this year when filing your taxes. 
 
 
Jax Journal  
Host: Steven Ponson  
Airdate: 5/16/2021 
Airtime: 6:00am 
Topics: 2021 Tax Season 
Guests: Jeff Gottlieb, Professor in the Accounting Department at UNF 
Duration: 26:15 
 
Summary: In this episode, I spoke with Jeff about the upcoming tax season and he says the tax 
filing deadline has been pushed back to May 17th because of the pandemic. If people have 
questions about taxes he suggests going to the IRS’ website and use Google to your 
advantage. He says identity theft is one of the more common types of scams during tax season. 
He says the IRS only communicates with people via mail, they don’t call or text people. He says 
the penalty for not paying taxes is a 5% of the balance due penalty. He also went over the 
changes that are in place this year when filing your taxes. 


